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INTRODUCTION 

Customers of retail and direct to consumer brands expect that the best experiences they have 

anywhere are available to them everywhere. Those expectations are not limited to convenience or 

frictionless commerce. Today, customers want brands to help improve all aspects of their personal and 

professional lives.  

The engagement between customer and company, whether B2B or B2C, is a key reason why 

companies are spending $1.4 trillion on digital transformation efforts in 2020, according to IDC's 

Worldwide Digital Transformation Spending Guide. The future of customers and consumers requires 

organizations to be resilient, agile, and empathetic in their interactions and engagement with 

customers. 

With current customer data management and customer analytics capabilities and a new generation of 

engagement technologies, marketers can deliver value beyond transactional offers, discounts, and 

loyalty rewards. But, to do so, marketers must leverage an amalgamation of marketing tools, 

marketing automation workflows, and a diverse range of channel-specific delivery tools in new 

ways to help customers benefit from the success of others like them. However, disparate, overlapping 

technology investments severely hamper marketing collaboration efforts to deliver consistent cross-

channel engagement. As a result, leading marketers are transforming approaches to martech 

infrastructure as well as their mindsets about the role of marketing in the lives of their customers in 

order to deliver personalized value at scale. 

However, there are a host of challenges for CMOs all of which stem from the "fragmentation by design" 

effect of best of breed martech stacks:  

▪ First-party data orchestration. The data required for effective personalization is either 

unavailable or not useful to marketers because it is trapped in silos across systems in and 

beyond the marketing department.  

▪ Journey orchestration. Customer engagements are managed by channel-based systems 

making it difficult to coordinate engagements across channels and devices in real time, 

proactively respond to customer interactions (moments of opportunity), and anticipate what 

customers really want, resulting in disjointed customer experiences. 
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▪ Real-time personalization. When marketers seek to capitalize on the promises of 

personalization at scale, they often encounter barriers to the portability of customer data and 

unfulfilled technology expectations. Many marketers find that the martech stack they built still 

lack interoperable applications or data models, prebuilt use cases, innovative cross-channel 

functionality, and incomprehensible solution pricing.  

▪ AI decisioning: AI capabilities that are embedded into channel systems do not effectively 

enable omnichannel personalization and real-time interactions at scale to help retailers and 

DTC companies prepare for peak sales periods such as holiday shopping seasons. 

▪ Privacy. Customers want greater personalization and greater privacy and control over their 

data; this requires an infrastructure with embedded consent, compliance, and governance 

capabilities. Marketers must also exchange something of value with customers for their data – 

something more than just less frequent, less annoying marketing.  

Cross-Channel Continuity: The Key to Customer Experience 

Customers have made the contextual experiences they receive from a brand a crucial aspect of any 

engagement across the customer journey. Complicating these experiences are the shifting nature of 

customer expectations, the proliferation of interaction channels, and the adoption of more capable and 

ever more robust consumer technologies. New business, operational, and organizational models built 

on a foundation of technology are required to meet the evolving and dynamic nature of customer 

expectations. It's critical for organizations to create a contextual and empathetic relationship with their 

customers, focusing on understanding the customer, what they want, and how they want to be treated. 

(IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Chief Marketing Officer 2021 Predictions, October 2020) 

Retail and DTC marketers are in a constant struggle to keep up with the pace of change in business 

models, technology advancements and ever-increasing customer expectations. Martech is evolving 

towards containerized cloud-native solutions that require less customization and are easier to deploy 

and upgrade than conventional SaaS solutions. As a result, few companies have fully achieved 

omnichannel marketing excellence and are able to deliver integrated and real-time omnichannel 

experiences, based on a 360-degree customer view. This situation is not expected to improve as more 

than 40% of marketers plan to add more solutions to their martech stacks and only 30% expect to 

reduce that number according to a recent IDC survey (see Figure 1), a trend IDC strongly advises 

brands to curtail as much as possible in order to improve operational and economic efficiencies as well 

as reduce the complexities of DIY integrations and vendor management. 
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FIGURE 1 

Martech Fragmentation Expected to Increase 

Q. How do you expect the number of marketing systems your organization uses to change in the next 

12 months? 

 

Source: Quick Poll, Marketing Tech Spend Survey, IDC, May 2021 

 

Most customers across industries have used multiple channels to start and complete a single 

transaction. They expect connected experiences when interacting with the brand across physical and 

digital channels such as on the brand website or mobile app; through an email campaign; on social 

media; in-store, on-property at a kiosk, ATM, or point-of-sale (POS) system; and more. Any channel 

that marketers use to communicate with customers and prospects should be personalized in some 

way. As technology has evolved, marketers have been forced to implement separate solutions for 

each channel, connecting one to many over and over again and ending up with a confusing set of rigid 

DIY integrations. Implementing separate solutions results in an infrastructure that is not fast nor 

flexible enough to deliver personalized experiences. As Figure 2 below illustrates, this significantly 

inhibits the ability to personalize interactions in any channel because fragmentation prevents each 

channel from informing the next channel about the customer's journey. 

42% Increase 28% Stay the same30% Decrease
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FIGURE 2 

Fragmentation Limits Personalization 

Q. What percent of interactions are highly personalized in the following channels? 

 

Source: Quick Poll- Marketing Tech Spend Survey, IDC, May 2021 

 

In order to truly manage holistic, end-to-end customer experiences, modern marketing infrastructure 

must help marketers solve for both individual interaction contexts and for continuity across them. 

Infrastructure must be architected as a set of data and decisioning services that are shared by every 

point solution in the marketing stack (see Figure 3). This requires a consolidated solution that can 

ingest data from many channel sources, personalize the messaging and journeys, and learn from each 

engagement to continuously optimize the value brands deliver to customers. Martech integration is 

central to creating and delivering differentiated and relevant experiences by activating customer data 

at scale. This capability fuels a customer-acquisition engine for a new product or service, and it can 

drive new types of subscriptions as well as help to manage the upsell, cross-sell, and retention efforts 

throughout the customer’s lifecycle. To accomplish all these objectives at scale, martech platforms are 

re-architecting solutions based on a set of connected cloud platforms to manage engagement 

supported by a set of shared services to automate decisioning, including marketer-friendly AI.  
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FIGURE 3 

The Defragmented CX Architecture: Connected Clouds Supported by Shared 

Services 

 

Source: IDC, 2021 

 

CX continues as a top priority for brands, which is propelling investment in initiatives that both improve 

CX and accelerate transformation to digital-first operations. Marketing is at the forefront of brand CX 

improvements given that marketing is a major source of information delivered to customers at each 

stage of their journey. Thus, CX-OS is the platform on which enterprises will successfully accomplish 

digital transformation.  

Modern marketers operating multiple brands, currencies, and languages require connected solutions 

for omnichannel customer engagement, performance measurement and optimization. Defragmentation 

is not a nice to have, it's essential to deliver better end-customer engagements, drive operational 

efficiencies by reducing the complexity and cost of the martech investment and drive better business 

outcomes. Consolidation doesn’t have to be hard. With the right solution and partner, brands can start 

to reduce vendor and system proliferation by 10% or more. In addition to platform consolidation, AI will 

be essential to deliver real-time personalization at scale based on customers’ permissions as well as 

to offer a meaningful value exchange to each customer. 

While first-party data is at the heart of every customer relationship, it is typically fragmented across 

dozens of repositories around the enterprise, making it a source of innovation debt and sluggishness 

with respect to customer interactions. A CX-OS approach is designed to make customer data an 

enterprise service available to all applications within regulatory and brand policies in that it connects all 

interactions with the underlying processes that companies use to communicate with customers and 

perform activities on the customers' behalf. The platform increases transparency and reduces latency 

across the enterprises by delivering a growing set of software services that manage workflows, 

decisions, events, data, processes, audiences, customer IDs, and security. This means that a 

customer that logs a product complaint a minute before the next "buy more" email goes out from 

marketing gets a message that reflects the interaction the customer just had with the call center. It 

means that a customer who frequently returns items is no longer prioritized on abandoned cart 
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campaigns. It also relieves the customer from having to constantly retell his/her story to the next 

person or system with which he/she interacts. It will be obvious to customers which marketers have the 

capabilities a CX-OS platform provides, and which do not. 

Marketing Technology and Value Mindset 

As marketers transition into the business of customer experience, their work must become less 

product and less brand centric and more customer centric. Marketers that make the mindset shift as 

well as the operational commitment to customer centricity do a few critical things to differentiate 

themselves. They redefine their roles from: 

▪ Data ownership to data stewardship. Data ownership is a mindset of surreptitious data 

collection and unfettered use of customers' private data. This is increasingly untenable to 

customers as reflected in the growing privacy regulatory actions around the world. Data 

stewardship implies an obligation to protect and respect customer data and a commitment to 

managing the customer data relationship as a brand value.  

▪ Volume to value. Volume-based marketing is the antithesis of personalization. Each customer 

is expecting the highest level of accommodation for their interests and preferences from 

subject lines and offers to contact channels and frequency. But less frequent, less annoying 

marketing is not enough. Why send one million weekly offer emails when you know zero 

people on that list buy every week? If the email doesn't have any other value, there's no 

reason for more than a fractional percent of people to open it let alone conduct transactions. 

But if there are links to other areas of interest, activities, influencers, stories, events, and so 

forth that offer value to those that enjoy the brand but aren't buying, then the brand value 

becomes much stronger in the mind of the buyer.  

▪ Communication to conversation. Consumers don’t want brands to define their journeys; they 

want brands to offer experiences that help them carve their own paths, using first-party data 

and customer preferences to curate the experiences, offers, and products they receive. 

Consumers want to be part of a progressive dialog with brands and have their preferences and 

interests reflected in each interaction.  

▪ Messaging to mentoring. Mentoring is about adding value to someone's life by way of good 

advice, references, connections, tips, and generally expanding the ability for people to get 

what they want. Marketers typically overlook the many interaction opportunities they have to 

offer non-transactional value to customers because their infrastructure does not provide the 

real-time understanding of each consumer needed to do so.  

The ability of a brand to accomplish any of these maturity milestones is dependent on a martech 

infrastructure that connects data and insights across the enterprise.  

BENEFITS 

Rethinking marketing technology and mindset will result in truly differentiated customer engagement 

based on greater value delivery. The benefits can be measured in big improvements in conventional 

KPIs:  

▪ 5 times increase of revenue from omnichannel use cases (in-store, in-app, and online) 

▪ 18% increase in purchase frequency 

▪ 58% churn reduction 

In addition, marketers can gain the following capabilities: 
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▪ Increase first-time to repeat buyers through personalization 

▪ Connect data across digital and store properties to identify all customers 

▪ Deliver out-of-the-box lifecycle campaigns across multiple channels at scale 

▪ Strengthen brand loyalty and trust through full privacy, consent, compliance, governance, 

and security.  

▪ Realize untapped revenue with predictive marketing 

▪ Establish AI-optimized targeting, offers, timing, channels 

▪ Create predictive revenue dashboards 

▪ Deliver continuous customer experiences 

▪ Lower DIY integration, maintenance and change management costs  

▪ Increase operational agility, flexibility, and resiliency 

TRENDS FOR RETAIL AND DIRECT TO CONSUMER INDUSTRIES  

Personalization at scale. Retailers and DTC companies have invested heavily in digital tools and 

marketing technologies to help them understand and engage their customers more deeply and to gain 

the advantages of superior customer experience. Yet as marketing leaders strive to form a more 

complete picture of customer preferences, behaviors, and journeys to drive 1:1 personalization across 

all channels and devices, they continue to rely on marketing tech platforms with redundant capabilities 

and fragmented data stores that cannot be easily integrated to drive personalization at scale. As a 

result, most multi-brand companies still struggle to scale personalization across all the ways they 

engage with customers across multiple brands. The challenge is exacerbated by the need to stand up 

new omnichannel engagement models quickly in the face of local and global market changes.  

▪ IDC recommends all brands take a new approach to martech infrastructure based on the CX-

OS model that provides continuity across interactions as opposed to automating slices of 

customer context. 

▪ Scale customer engagement and 1:1 personalization along the sophistication curve – from 

omnichannel automation to lifecycle marketing to predictive marketing to loyalty 

marketing, and drive greater revenue impact as brands move up the sophistication curve  

 

Commerce everywhere. The combination of efforts on customer experience, innovation, supply chain, 

and ecosystem enablement is leading retailers toward what IDC defines as new commerce 

everywhere business models, architected to generate value in the ecosystem beyond selling products 

and services to consumers. These new models are designed to operate "commerce" beyond the 

"transaction" and "everywhere," beyond "customer facing," and the ecosystem collaboration mindset 

that is required for their execution renders them intrinsically innovation driven. (Source: IDC Retail 

Insights: Worldwide Retail Customer Experience and Commerce Strategies) 

▪ IDC recommends all brands adopt personalization engines to evolve their customer 

engagement strategies,  from automation to optimization to personalized customer 

experiences across marketing, digital commerce and service and support use cases.  

▪ Deliver the right message to the right audience and in the right context to maximize 

marketing and advertising performance 
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▪ Tailor content, offers, recommendations and experiences across digital sales channels 

▪ Customize online and offline experiences across business functions to reduce customer 

effort or increase customer satisfaction and advocacy 

 

AI for marketing. Many technology providers have added AI/ML incrementally, app by app. This merely 

introduces the fragmentation of the application layer into the analytics layer of the martech 

infrastructure. To avoid this, AI has to be built into a platform that serves as the orchestration engine 

behind a set of connected use cases. This approach ensures AI is integrated, extensible, and 

consistent across different use cases and deployments at scale, each of the following use cases might 

be solved with a bespoke, best-of-breed AI engine.  

▪ By 2023, IDC predicts 45% of Global 2000 B2B and B2C enterprises will exploit smart 

personalization for context-based customer engagement, utilizing AI, big data, and 

conversational computing. IDC recommends marketers implement an AI platform with no/low 

code access for marketers to make their own customizations, which provides a much more 

cost efficient and resilient capability for use cases such as:  

▪ Determining the incremental impact of different touch points in getting customers to a 

desired outcome like a purchase or a subscription 

▪ Delivering propensity insights about each individual customer while also providing the 

rationale behind the customer's expected behavior 

▪ Optimizing the design and delivery of customer journeys by determining the best time, 

channel, and frequency to engage with customers 

▪ Organizing and enriching product content, enabling superior precision in the creation and 

delivery of omnichannel experiences to customers 

 

Customer experience (CX). Most IT solutions including martech are designed around task automation. 

Users are assumed to be tethered to their departmental or role-based solutions. This could be referred 

to as "fragmentation by design." However, there is a whole class of users – customers and prospects – 

that touch all front-office systems. CX broadens the technical scope from task-level context 

optimization to customer journey orchestration. Transitioning from optimizing separate interaction 

contexts to orchestrating continuity across interactions requires highly efficient integration between 

multiple marketing and enterprise systems. 

▪ IDC recommends marketers design the customer data and analytics layer of the infrastructure 

as the connective tissue between systems in and beyond marketing.  

▪ IDC recommends marketers implement a cross-channel campaign management solution as a 

core component of the enterprise customer experience (CX) ecosystem to power omnichannel 

engagement and manage personalization across channels. 

▪ Deliver on CX goals: Marketing objectives for acquisition, conversion, retention, loyalty, 

etc., across retail and DTC verticals 

▪ Deliver on CX context: Personalized offers or recommendations across marketing 

channels, segment and audience-based with marketing-focused personalization for 

individuals 
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Real-time personalization (RTP). In order for personalization to be customer centric it must leverage 

shared data, AI, and content resources and consistently support connected experiences across 

channels. Marketers must be able to activate the customer data available across multiple databases, 

in real time, to respond to customers across channels in a highly personalized manner. They need AI-

driven personalization in order to go beyond reactive marketing and instead proactively engage 

customers based on predicted behaviors. With real-time data activation aligned to real-time execution, 

marketers can use data-driven insights and predictive analytics to report on the revenue impact of 

cross-channel personalization on their business, proving marketing’s ability to accelerate business 

outcomes. Retailers and DTC companies capable of delivering real-time, personalized engagements 

develop relationships that resonate with shoppers and that relate with customers' expectations and 

needs at all times. This capability generates customer loyalty that reflects positively on the 

organization's performance. 

▪ IDC recommends marketers not bake RTP into departmental clouds or channel specific 

solutions; it should be implemented as a capability that can be extended as a shared service 

across all customer facing systems.  

▪ IDC recommends marketers implement personalization engines with a customer-centric 

approach and design personalization that starts with the customer first and the channel 

second, helping ensure that the customer receives a highly personalized and consistent one-

to-one experience regardless of which channel they choose for engagement. 

 

Privacy and value exchange. Known and unknown identities must be managed across systems along 

with the regulatory and usage policies associated with specific attributes of the customer record. By 

2024, privacy will be redefined as the "value of data," and vendors will provide loyalty services in 

exchange for consumer data with 60% of consumers in developed countries participating, according to 

IDC’s FutureScape: Worldwide Future of Customer and Consumer 2021 Predictions. Customers have 

enjoyed certain benefits in the past ranging from "free" services to physical products because of their 

loyalty to a brand or a company. The value of some of these loyalty programs and the data they hold is 

staggering. As customers have become more aware of this disproportionate exchange, they are still 

willing to give up their data but want and expect value in return. This will require customer-facing 

enterprises that have depended on "free data" to shift their business models in a way that is fairer to 

customers and actually rewards them in an equitable way for their data. Brands that provide a value 

exchange in return for consumer data, engagement, and loyalty will enable them to connect directly 

with consumers and drive more personalized engagements in ways that will lead to more loyal, long-

lasting, and profitable customer relationships.  

▪ IDC recommends brands optimize their first-party data collection and activation capabilities, 

and implement non-cookie, non-MAID identifiers across systems. 

▪ With the loss of third-party cookies, brands must look for new ways to tackle digital 

advertising. While many view this as a challenge, it also presents a unique opportunity for 

brands to build long-lasting relationships with their customers. Establishing a strong value 

exchange is key to obtaining the consent required to drive their marketing efforts in an 

efficient and trustworthy way. 
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CONSIDERING SAP EMARSYS CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT  

Emarsys was founded in 2000 in Vienna, Austria. Today is has more than 2,000 customers globally, 

adding to SAP Customer Experience Marketing solution’s install base of over 600 enterprise firms, 

spread almost equally across B2C, B2B, and B2B2C organizations. Acquired by SAP in 2020, SAP 

Emarsys Customer Engagement empowers digital marketing leaders and business owners with an 

omnichannel customer engagement platform built to accelerate business outcomes. By rapidly aligning 

desired business results with proven omnichannel customer engagement strategies, the platform 

enables brands to accelerate time to value, deliver superior one-on-one experiences and produce 

measurable results fast.  

The customer engagement platform is part of SAP Customer Experience portfolio. With the strengths 

of SAP Customer Experience portfolio, the integration with Emarsys will power “commerce 

everywhere,” a foundation of omnichannel personalized engagement, meeting the customers where 

and when they choose to engage, on their preferred channels and on their terms. 

The SAP Emarsys Customer Engagement platform provides:  

▪ Automated omnichannel execution that streamlines marketing operations and optimizes the 

entire customer experience 

▪ Marketer-friendly AI that integrates AI and predictive analytics with marketing execution to 

scale 1:1 personalization and continuously optimize business results  

▪ Easy data integrations for marketers to improve personalization through an open architecture 

and API foundation - from unifying and enriching the consolidated data with marketer-friendly 

AI to then activate that data across the entire customer engagement platform 

▪ Rapid time to value, ease of deployment, use-case templates, and built-in AI for a range of 

customer propensities with proven omnichannel strategies built to increase revenue and active 

customers 

▪ Built-in analytics with preconfigured and customizable reporting and dashboarding that 

measure the performance of customer engagement strategy and the actual impact it has on 

the business 

▪ Secure, GDPR compliant, modern cloud-native technologies 

▪ Industry-specific analytics and use cases built into the platform for many businesses including 

e-commerce. retail, mobile and travel. Access to proven analytics and 44+ use cases - 

crowdsourced from leading brands to rapidly deliver on the desired strategic business metrics. 

▪ Extensive customer success services to expedite solution design, integration, adoption, and 

production 

Challenges and Opportunities 

The recent acquisition of Emarsys by SAP presents a number of challenges and opportunities.  

▪ Product integration and harmonization with the rest of SAP's front and back-office cloud 

solutions and Business Technology Platform 

▪ SAP's ability to leverage the Emarsys customer base which is weighted towards mid-sized 

companies 

▪ Emarsys's ability to leverage the SAP customer base which is weighted towards large 

enterprises 
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▪ The go-to-market investment needed to help raise the Emarsys value proposition above a very 

crowded set of competitors from major marketing clouds to personalization engines to CDPs 

and others 

Each of these challenges requires a multi-year investment and organizational focus in order for the 

combined SAP Emarsys value proposition to be fully realized. However, the need for a new approach 

to marketing architecture based on leveraging data and AI to connect systems and use cases is urgent 

and pervasive among companies of all sizes. 

As for opportunities, there is the promise of deeper integrations for Emarsys and SAP solutions, 

especially SAP Commerce. Cloud. SAP Emarsys Customer Engagement is offered as a stand-alone 

solution and is integrated with SAP Commerce Cloud. Its roadmap includes deeper integration with 

other SAP cloud solutions and cookieless tracking of personalized advertising. In addition, SAP has a 

midmarket (SMB) vision and strategy to help midsize companies thrive with SAP solutions. 

CONCLUSION 

Marketers are on the front lines of an historic transformation in customer expectations. Smart phones 

have made every consumer individually addressable and therefore make mass communication tactics 

obsolete. As marketing becomes more personalized, real-time 

data and analytics become critical to how consumers relate to 

a brand. One might argue that marketing infrastructure is in 

many ways as much a part of brand value today as are 

products and services. As a result, after more than a decade of 

deploying task automation solutions to scale marketing 

operations, marketers are reframing their technology roadmaps 

around delivering customer value. The hallmark of the new 

martech stack is the underlying set of data and intelligence 

services that enable every past interaction to enhance every 

future interaction no matter where it takes place. Brands with 

the ability to do so will set customer expectations beyond the 

ability of their competitors and therefore more effectively grow 

customer loyalty, lifetime value, and market share. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

Martech needs to be more self-serve for business users and integrate better in the existing technology 
landscape, going beyond marketing and into customer experience. For marketing to be truly integrated with CX 
and driving digital transformation to better serve customers, direct-to-customer engagement channels must be 
part of the equation. Beyond being truly integrated into CX, marketers need to be agile enough to move rapidly 
into new territories, leverage nearly all channels, and quickly deploy use cases – without relying on IT. Delays in 
data cost businesses lost revenue opportunities. When data is siloed or inaccessible, customer engagement 
becomes reactive at best, anticipatory or real-time customer engagement is nearly impossible, and brands can 
lose the customer. 

SAP Emarsys Customer Engagement offers an integrated, self-serve, marketer-friendly solution to increase 
operational efficiency, accelerate time to value, deliver more sophisticated customer engagement, and scale 1:1 
personalization across multiple marketing and commerce channels with AI. 

Take a tour. 

 

https://www.sap.com/products/customer-engagement-platform.html
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